Digital images have been spread all over the world. With rapidly development and ease of use of digital image editing tools like Photoshop TM and paint TM, it is important to authenticate or detect the forged regions in any suspicious digital image. In this paper, new and robust method for authenticating and identifying the forged regions in the scanned images is proposed. The method is based on using dust/scratch and source imperfection pattern of scanned images to identify the forged regions. Each suspicious image is divided into non-overlapping blocks. The correlation features between each block and acquisition scanner's template have been extracted to identify the correct scanned blocks and the tampered ones. Four groups of the tampered images are tested. The experimental results have approved the validity, efficiency, and robustness of the proposed method to identify the tampered images and define their forged regions. The proposed results are then compared to the results of the two previously published methods. The proposed method is simple and easy to apply to all types of the tampered images, regardless the acquisition source noise or the image contents.
INTRODUCTION
Digital images acquisition devices such as camcorders, cameras, and scanners are became very popular due to the rapid improvement of digital technologies. In today's digital age, the creation and manipulation of digital images is very simple by low-cost or even free software tools (such as Picasa, GIMP, and Photoshop software) that are easily and widely available. Digital images are used in military, medical, broadcasting, certification applications, and also in our daily life. Hence, it is important to authenticate these images.
One of the main problems in authenticating a digital image is identification of source acquisition device. Among various image acquisition devices, scanners are chosen to be experimentally investigated, because it is the commonly used device for transforming images and documents to digital form that can be forged such as fake passports and counterfeit notes [1] , [2] .
Several methods are introduced to identify the source scanner. One of them is based on extracting various statistical features, such as mean, median, mode, maximum, and minimum from the noise of the scanned images [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In [7] [8] [9] [10] support vector machine (SVM) has been trained with these features to identify the source scanner. In [11] SVM has been trained again by these statistical features to detect forged regions in the scanned images. The forged images had been synthesized using scanned images from different scanners. Image acquisition devices such as scanner, camera, and a computer generated graphic has been classified in [12] . Scanner identification using spectral noise in the frequency domain has been proposed in [13] . In [14] , this method has been used to detect forged regions in scanned images and the forged images synthesized using the scanned images and images acquired by digital camera. Dust and scratch positions on flatbed scanners have been used by us for scanner identification in [15] , and SVM classifier has been implemented and trained using correlation features of scanned images to classify different scanners' brands and models. The robustness of the used individual source scanner identification scheme on resized and different resolutions scanned images is also proposed.
In this paper-a new and accurate method to identify forged regions in scanned images has been introduced. The traces of dust, dirt, and scratches over different scanners platen on the scanned images are used to create unique patterns. If there are some glass defects and scratches over the platen, their positions do not change, even if they are cleaned manually. The scratches and dusts which are strongly adhered to the scanner platen can create a unique pattern of the scanner. Since the relative scratch and debris positions are fixed and not affected by scanner use, which are used later to formulate the fingerprint of each scanner as explained in detail in our previous work [15] . This fingerprint is finally used to match the scanned images to their sources. This procedure has been used here to detect forged regions in the scanned images. Each given image has been sliced into non-overlapping blocks, then each block in correlated with the scanner template by Normalized Cross Correlation NCC after filtering using high pass filter and the NCC output is applied to detected threshold to authenticate this block. Four groups of tampered images are tested, the first group is synthesized using two scanned images from different scanners, the second group is synthesized using scanned images and images acquired using digital camera, the third group is synthesized using scanned image and images acquired using cellular phone camera, and the fourth group is synthesized using scanned image and computer generated image. The experimental results have approved the validity, efficiency, and robustness of the proposed method to identify forged image blocks in the suspicious images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the forged region identification method is explained in details. The efficiency of the forged region identification method is substantially verified by experimental results in Section III. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section IV.
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THE FORGED REGION IDENTIFICATION METHOD
In this section, the forged region identification method is explained in detail. The method consists of three steps. First, creation of scanner template by scanning various images on the scanner to detect the dust and scratch positions and create a fixed pattern for each scanner. Second, identify the scanner using the dust and scratch template of each scanner. Third, detection of forged regions in scanned images.
Creation of Scanner Template
The scanned images are first filtered using high pass filter to detect dust/scratch locations. To detect both scratch and dust locations with the same model, the absolute of the high pass filtered image is calculated. Then, the platen is scanned with a completely black background. Scanning black background helps detecting scratches, since the scratches reflect the incoming light and shine as small light spot. To separate dust/scratch spots from other details such as edges and high frequency components, a dust/scratch pattern is searched all over the high-pass filtered image by Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) as in equation (1) and (2) [16] . Finally, the NCC output is applied to an empirically detected threshold to select local maxima regions. The regions with high crosscorrelations are assumed as candidate of dust / scratch location, which explained in detail in our previous work [15] .
To generate a scanner template, solely two different scans of completely black background is sufficient. Once, black scans are obtained, likely dust and scratch positions are detected. To compensate the shifts between the two scanned images, the dust and scratch positions of the two images are matched with each other through cross correlation. The scanner dust and scratch template is finally generated by taking Hadamard product of the scanned images that are correctly aligned.
Source Identification
Source identification is to match each scanned image to its source. To identify a given image to source, likely dust/scratch positions are detected with our previously proposed model [15] . The image dust/scratch positions are then correlated with the scanner dust/scratch template using NCC. If the dust/scratch pattern extracted from the given image is matched with the scanner template, it is very likely that the given image is created with the suspected scanner. The Dust/Scratch detection and identification process can be summarized as shown in Fig.1 .
Basic definition of normalized cross correlation is given as follows:
Where the intensity value of the scanned image I of size at point . The pattern is represented by a given template B of size , is the mean of the template, and is the mean of within the area of the template B shifted to which is calculated by:
(2)
Forged Regions Detection
Each suspicious image is sliced into smaller non-overlapping blocks. Each block separately is tested with the previously proposed model to detect its source scanner. The scanner template here is the whole flatbed scanner. Each block of the suspicious image can be considered as a template B, and the scanner template can be considered as the image I in Eq. (1) .
If all the blocks in an image are matched with the scanner template, it is very likely that the given image is an authentic image coming from that source. Otherwise, different regions are coming from other sources and the image is a forged one. Hence, the forgery blocks are identified accurately and marked. The steps of the proposed forgery detection algorithm are indicated in flow chart shown in Fig. 2 . Where the B(K) is the block of suspicious image B, and B1(k), I1 are the absolute of the high pass filtered block and scanner template respectively 
EXPERMINTAL RESULTS
A lot of images are scanned using different scanner brands and have been modified to create the tampered images. The tampered images are classified into four groups, in the first group the images are synthesized using two different scanned images from different scanner brands, in the second group the images are synthesized using scanned images and images acquired using a digital camera, in the third group the images are synthesized using scanned images and images acquired using a cell phone camera, and the fourth group the images are synthesized using scanned images and computer generated images. The tampered images are synthesize by making cropping, scaling, rotation, hue and intensity histogram modification for a part of one image and insert it to the other one. The scanning resolution in these experiments has been fixed to 300 dpi and the scanner templates were also created at the same resolution. Table. 1 shows the scanner brands and the cameras that used in our experiments.
Each tampered image is sliced into a number of nonoverlapping identical blocks, and each block is tested using the proposed detection algorithm. Finally, all the original (none tampered) blocks are arranged in the output image and tampered ones are masked with red color before arranging them in the output image. The block size has been scaled down to determine the best size that enable correct tampering detection. In the beginning, three different images from the first synthesized group are tested using the proposed detection algorithm. Figures. 3a, b and c show the scanned image using
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Fig 2:
The flow chart of the proposed forgery detection algorithm. The output image of the proposed detection algorithm applied on the synthesized image with the template of S1 is shown in Fig. 3d. Figures 4, and 5 show the detection output of the proposed algorithm of the two tampered images, which are synthesized using the scanned images by (S2, S3), and (S3, S1), respectively.
In the second test, the forged regions in the tampered image from the second group are detected by the proposed algorithm. The scanned image using S1 and the acquired image using a digital camera (DC) are shown in Figs. 6a, and 6b. Figures 6c, and 6d show the tampered image and the detection algorithm output.
In the third test, a tampered image from the third group is tested. The scanned image using S1 and the acquired image using a cell phone camera CC are shown in Figs. 7a, and 7b. Figures 7c, and 7d show the tampered image and the detection result. Finally, a tampered image from the fourth group is tested. The scanned image using S1 and the computer generated CG image are shown in Figs. 8a, and 8b. Figures  8c, and 8d show the tampered image and the detection result. It is clear from results that the proposed detection algorithm can effectively use to identify accurately forged regions even large or small in any type of synthesized images.
The first proposed method used for forged region detection is [11] and uses the statistical feature of sensor pattern noise to identify the forged regions on only one group of tampered images. This group is similar to our first group. Figure 9 shows one of the tested examples in [11] . There are some errors in missing some forged regions or detecting original regions as forged ones. The second method that proposed in [14] uses spectral noise extracted from the image to detect forged regions on one group of tampered images, and these tampered images are similar to our second group. Figure 10 shows one of the tested examples in [14] . Also, there are some errors in missing some forged regions or detecting original regions as forged ones. To compare the results of the proposed method with the published ones, the following equations are defined: The comparison between the three detection methods is summarized in Table 2 . It is clear from the table that the highest detection accuracy for large and small forged regions is obtained in the proposed method; however the block size used in the proposed method lies between the other two published methods. The detection accuracy for [11] is higher than that of the method used in [14] for large forged regions but its accuracy is smaller than that of [14] for small forged ones. The FA of the proposed method lies between the two other methods, but it has been detected with the highest and small false detection.
The value of FA for one example that shown in [11] is the smallest one, but it has the worst correct detection and false detection value. The false detection occurred in the proposed method is due to the usage of rectangular shape. Finally we can say that the accuracy of the forged regions detection methods depend greatly on the block size which affect the result of the comparison between the suspicious image and the source pattern (i.e., sensor noise, spectral noise, or dust/scratch and source imperfection patterns). The proposed method is simple and easy to apply to all types of the tampered images, regardless the acquisition source noise or the image contents. The two previously stated methods and 
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel method to authenticate and identify the forged regions in the scanned images is presented. The method is based on using dust/scratch and device imperfection pattern of the scanned images to identify the forged regions. Four groups of tampered images are tested. Each tampered image is sliced into a number of non-overlapping identical blocks, and each block is tested using the proposed detection algorithm. The block size has been scaled down to determine the best size that enables correct tampering detection. The experimental results have approved the validity, efficiency, and robustness of the proposed method to identify the forged image blocks in the suspicious images.
A comparison between the two previously published forged regions detection methods and the proposed method has been done. The accuracy of these methods depends greatly on the block size which affects the result of the comparison between the suspicious image and the source pattern. The proposed method is simple and easy to apply to all types of the tampered images, regardless the acquisition source noise or the image contents. The two previously stated methods and our proposed method succeeded in forged image detection but all the methods have errors in determining the exact forged regions, depending on the shape and size of the forged regions. The errors include missing some of the forged regions or detecting some original regions as forged ones. 
